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Couleur numérique : acquisition, perception, codage et rendu Jul 11 2020 Dans cet ouvrage les auteurs recensent les concepts fondamentaux et les dernières avancées dans le domaine de l'acquisition, de la perception, du codage et du rendu des couleurs. Destiné aux chercheurs et
ingénieurs, aux étudiants en Master ou Doctorat, cet ouvrage dresse un état de l'art sur les problématiques scientifiques et techniques soulevées par les différentes étapes de la chaîne numérique couleur. Cet ouvrage aborde les aspects fondamentaux liés à la colorimétrie et à la
physiologie, à la constance et à l'apparence des couleurs. Il traite aussi des aspects plus techniques liés aux capteurs et à la gestion des couleurs sur écran. Une attention particulière a été également apportée à la notion de rendu des couleurs en synthèse d'images. Au delà de la couleur, un
état de l'art approfondit est aussi mené sur le codage, la compression, la protection et la qualité d'images et de vidéos couleur.
Bloom Into You Vol. 1 Nov 26 2021 Yuu has always adored shoujo manga and yearns for the day when someone might give her a love confession that would send her heart aflutter. Yet when a junior high school classmate confesses his feelings to her–she feels nothing. Disappointed and
confused, Yuu enters high school, where she sees the confident and beautiful student council member Nanami. When the next person to confess to Yuu is Nanami herself, has her romantic dream finally come true?
YuYu Hakusho, Vol. 1 Sep 24 2021 A delinquent’s gotta do what he’s gotta do…in the afterlife. Yusuke Urameshi was a tough teen delinquent until one selfless act changed his life...by ending it. When he died saving a little kid from a speeding car, the afterlife didn't know what to do
with him, so it gave him a second chance at life. Now, Yusuke is a ghost with a mission, performing good deeds at the beshest of Botan, the spirit guide of the dead, and Koenma, her pacifier-sucking boss from the "other side." But what strange things await him on the borderline between
life and death?
X-Men Red By Al Ewing Vol. 1 Dec 28 2021 Collects X-Men Red (2022) #1-5. Who can save the red planet? The mutants of Arakko spent millennia scarred by war - but on the world once called Mars, they're learning to live in peace. Storm knows something greater than a queen is
needed to keep this fragile new world together - but while she has a broken Magneto in her corner, Roberto Da Costa is making his own moves. Abigail Brand of S.W.O.R.D. has other plans to influence Arakko, with an unstable Vulcan on her side and Cable keeping his own secrets!
And what of the ruthless Tarn the Uncaring, who now sits on the planet's ruling council? As machinations and revelations rock the red planet, the clock ticks down to interstellar war - and judgment day is coming. It's a new world full of intrigue, and someone has to fight for it!
Doubt Apr 07 2020 Rabbit Doubt-a mobile phone game-has taken Japan by storm. In it, players are rabbits who must uncover the wolf in rabbit's clothing before falling prey to its mistrust-sowing wiles...as well as its teeth. When a group of teen players decides to meet offline for fun, the
last thing they expect is to lose consciousness and wake up trapped in an abandoned building, mysterious bar codes tattooed on their bodies, and a corpse strung up in front of them. To stay alive and find a way out, they have but one option-to sniff out the lying wolf in their midst. Will
these virtual acquaintances be able to pull it together in the real world and figure out what's going on in time to avoid ending up as the wolf's dinner?
Fluid Orality in the Discourse of Japanese Popular Culture May 09 2020 This volume invites the reader into the world of pragmatic and discourse studies in Japanese popular culture. Through “character-speak”, the book analyzes quoted speech in light (graphic) novels, the
effeminate onee kotoba in talk shows, narrative character in keetai (mobile phone) novels, floating whispers in manga, and fictionalized dialects in television drama series. Explorations into conversational interaction, internal monologue, rhetorical figures, intertextuality, and the semiotic
mediation between verbal and visual signs reveal how speakers manipulate language in performing playful “characters” and “characteristics”. Most prominent in the discourse of Japanese popular culture is its “fluid orality”. We find the essential oral nature in and across genres of
Japanese popular culture, and observe seamless transitions among styles and speech variations. This fluidity is understood as a feature of polyphonic speech initiated not by the so-called ideal singular speaker, but by a multiple and often shifting interplay of one’s speaking selves
performing as various characters. Challenging traditional (Western) linguistic theories founded on the concept of the autonomous speaker, this study ventures into open and embracing pragmatic and discourse studies that inquire into the very nature of our speaking selves.
Imadoki!, Vol. 1 Oct 26 2021 Imadoki! (Nowadays) follows the trials and tribulations of a budding horticulturist as she makes her way down the winding road to friendship. From Yuu Watase, one of Japan's most beloved shôjo artists, Imadoki! packs comedic charm and heartfelt antics
into an adorable bouquet of whimsical fantasy. For Tanpopo Yamazaki, life at the elitist Meio Academy seems way out of her league. The daughters of wealthy families snub her, other students make light of the fact that she actually tested into Meio instead of relying on family
connections, and the cute boy she saw tending a dandelion the day before wouldn't even acknowledge her existence. Hoping to make friends and have some fun, Tanpopo starts up a gardening committee, but will this help her survive in a school where superficiality and nepotism reign
supreme?
Yu-Gi-Oh! Zexal Jan 29 2022 When Yuma Tsukumo calls on his parents' memory while augmented reality dueling, a strange being called Astral appears, and Yuma's journey truly begins.
Noah of the Blood Sea 01 Sep 05 2022 Die Kreuzfahrt sollte für Akari, ihren Vater und ihren kleinen Bruder eine wohlverdiente Entspannung sein – endlich mal abschalten, weit weg vom Festland und den Erinnerungen, die dort warten. Doch bald geschehen seltsame Dinge an Bord.
Akaris kleiner Bruder schlafwandelt auf einem der unteren Decks in ein unheimliches Labyrinth hinein. Passagiere verschwinden im Bauch des Ozeanriesen und tauchen nicht mehr auf: Was als ausgelassene Reise begann, entpuppt sich als Fahrt in die Hölle... Band 1 der Serie --- Dieses
spezielle E-Book-Format kann auf allen aktuelleren Tablets und Geräten mit Zoomfunktion gelesen werden. Dein Leseprogramm sollte die Darstellung von Fixed-Image-E-Books im EPUB3- oder mobi/KF8-Format unterstützen. Weitere Informationen findest du auf der Homepage von
Egmont Manga. --Sketchstruction Vol. 1 2014-2015 Dec 16 2020 An art book created by up and coming artist, Christopher Leveston. This book contains a collection of hundreds of sketches, compiled from 3 sketchbooks from 2014 to the 1st quarter of 2015. 162 pages of sketch goodness! This is the
first of, hopefully, many more art books to come. Please, enjoy the art work, and I hope you really like it.
The Chinese Classics Vol.1 Confucian Analects, the Great Learning, and the Doctrine of the Mean Jul 23 2021
No Game No Life Jun 29 2019 In this fantasy world, everything's a game--and these gamer siblings play to win! Meet Sora and Shiro, a brother and sister who are loser shut-ins by normal standards. But these siblings don't play by the rules of the "crappy game" that is average society. In
the world of gaming, this genius pair reigns supreme, their invincible avatar so famous that it's the stuff of urban legend. So when a young boy calling himself God summons the siblings to a fantastic alternate world where war is forbidden and all conflicts--even those involving national
borders--are decided by the outcome of games, Sora and Shiro have pretty much hit the jackpot. But they soon learn that in this world, humanity, cornered and outnumbered by other species, survives within the confines of one city. Will Sora and Shiro, two failures at life, turn out to be
the saviors of mankind? Let the games begin...!
Change World, Vol. 1 Oct 06 2022 A longtime crush has blossomed into a dream relationship in this Sayonara Game sequel, until a ghost from the past suddenly appears. Ever since Yosuke confessed his long-held feelings for Arimura, his life with his new boyfriend has been a dream.
But when a work colleague and former college classmate enters the scene, his dream relationship faces its first threat. Yosuke had a crush on Arimura— an upperclassman from his high school baseball team—for years before he finally confessed his feelings. And even after a year of
being his boyfriend, every day still feels like a dream. But after Yosuke is hit on by a work colleague who he doesn’t realize is Arimura’s former college upperclassman, the subsequent reunion of Arimura and his classmate casts a shadow over Yosuke’s dream relationship.
Semiconductor Science and Technology, Vol.1 Nov 14 2020
Ben Cao Gang Mu, Volume II Nov 02 2019 Volume II in the Ben cao gang mu series offers a complete translation of chapters 5 through 11, devoted to waters, fires, soils, metals, jades, stones, minerals, and salts. The Ben cao gang mu is a sixteenth-century Chinese encyclopedia of
medical matter and natural history by Li Shizhen (1518–1593). The culmination of a sixteen-hundred-year history of Chinese medical and pharmaceutical literature, it is considered the most important and comprehensive book ever written in the history of Chinese medicine and remains
an invaluable resource for researchers and practitioners. This nine-volume series reveals an almost two-millennia-long panorama of wide-ranging observations and sophisticated interpretations, ingenious manipulations, and practical applications of natural substances for the benefit of
human health. Paul Unschuld's annotated translation of the Ben cao gang mu, presented here with the original Chinese text, opens a rare window into viewing the people and culture of China's past.
Swamp Thing by Brian K. Vaughan Vol. 1 May 21 2021 In this series from 2000, writer Brian K. Vaughan kicked off a new SWAMP THING series that starred Tef_ Holland, daughter of Swamp Thing and Abigail Arcane. As a human/plant elemental hybrid, Tef_ has incredible
power--but as a hot-headed teenager, can she learn to control those powers and use them for good? Vaughan's sensitive stories send Tef_ across the globe to play an unexpected role in remote regions threatened by ecological disasters. Collects SWAMP THING (2000) #1-10 and a story
from VERTIGO: WINTER'S EDGE #3.
Reincarnated as a Sword (Manga) Vol. 1 Mar 31 2022 '" Fran is a fiery, cat-eared girl whose luck couldn''t be worse--orphaned, consigned to slavery, and finally attacked by monsters. But everything changes when she finds a legendary talking sword. Inside the sword is the soul of a
man from Earth, in search of answers about how he reached his current state. The two seal a pact to become sword and wielder, sharing power and magic between them. Together, Fran and sword cut their way to freedom, and the life of adventure that lies beyond! "'
Yu-Gi-Oh! Arc-V Dec 04 2019 The latest manga series based on the hit collectible card game! Action Duels have become a global sensation, but what is the dark secret behind them that threatens to destroy the world? Yuzu Hiiragi and her father run a dueling school that’s seen better
days. If only they had a star teacher to bring in new students! When a rogue Duelist known as Phantom appears in the city, Yuzu may have found a savior, but Phantom will have to deal with the Leo Corporation’s special forces before he can get into any community service!
Sword Art Online: Fairy Dance, Vol. 1 (manga) Aug 31 2019 Kazuto Kirigaya (aka Kirito) has beaten Sword Art Online, a VRMMORPG that transformed into a literal game of death, and returned to the real world. Unfortunately, the same cannot be said for Asuna Yuuki (aka Asuna the

Flash), the girl with whom Kirito fell in love in the virtual world of Aincrad but who has yet to awaken from her game-induced slumber. As his sister, Suguha, sadly looks on, Kazuto continues to visit Asuna in the hospital in the hope of finding answers. But when one day he meets a
man claiming to be Asuna's fiancé, Kazuto fears that Asuna may be lost to him forever... That is until a fellow survivor of SAO taken form the latest VRMMORPG sensation, ALfheim Online - a screenshot that features someone being held captive who looks entirely too much like
Asuna! His hope renewed, Kirito dives headlong into an all-new virtual adventure, but can true love conquer the game?!
Starving Anonymous 01 Aug 04 2022 Die Highschool-Schüler I'e und Kazu sind auf dem Heimweg von der Schule. Plötzlich wird der Bus, in dem sie sitzen, von einem seltsamen Gas durchströmt. Die beiden werden ohnmächtig. Als sie wieder aufwachen, befinden sie sich an Bord
eines Lastwagens, der über und über mit Leichen beladen ist. Wo zur Hölle sind sie ... und wie können sie diesem Albtraum entkommen? Band 1 der Serie --- Dieses spezielle E-Book-Format kann auf allen aktuelleren Tablets und Geräten mit Zoomfunktion gelesen werden. Dein
Leseprogramm sollte die Darstellung von Fixed-Image-E-Books im EPUB3- oder mobi/KF8-Format unterstützen. Weitere Informationen findest du auf der Homepage von Egmont Manga. --Love Nest, Vol. 1 Nov 07 2022 A real-life odd couple navigate roommates and heartbreaks in this Sayonara Game spin-off. A brokenhearted Masato moves into his friend’s second home looking for some peace and quiet, but instead he finds a man who’s very much not his type already
occupying the space. Can this messy, ill-tempered intruder help mend his broken heart? Masato just wants some peace and quiet on his day off, but the kids upstairs continue to make that impossible, so he escapes to his friend Naruse’s gay bar. Sympathetic to his ongoing plight, Naruse
recommends Masato just move into his second home since he’s not using it. But upon his arrival, Masato find a gruff, untidy older man already living there. Does this real-life odd couple stand a chance as roomies…and perhaps something more?
Reincarnated as a Sword (Manga) Vol. 1 Aug 24 2021 LIVE BY THE SWORD Fran is a fiery, cat-eared girl whose luck couldn’t be worse–orphaned, consigned to slavery, and finally attacked by monsters. But everything changes when she finds a legendary talking sword. Inside the
sword is the soul of a man from Earth, in search of answers about how he reached his current state. The two seal a pact to become sword and wielder, sharing power and magic between them. Together, Fran and sword cut their way to freedom, and the life of adventure that lies beyond!
Ceres: Celestial Legend, Vol. 1 Feb 27 2022 Hell hath no fury like a heavenly maiden. Horror, Comedy, and Romance Made in Heaven Yuu Watase, the immensely popular writer/artist of the shôjo (girl's) fantasy smash Fushigi Yûgi: The Mysterious Play, has turned her creativity and
wry sense of humor to the horror genre with her anime/manga hit Ceres: Celestial Legend. Aya thought she was a normal teenager until she discovered that she can transform into a vastly powerful “heavenly maiden” named Ceres...But Ceres is furious and out for revenge! Sweet Sixteen
and Never Been Kissed Aya and her twin brother Aki thought they were going to a celebration of their sixteenth birthday at their grandfather's home, but the funeral-like atmosphere tips them off that something's not right. Their "birthday present" turns out to be a mummified hand--the
power of which forces an awakening within Aya, and painful wounds all over Aki's body! Grandfather Mikage announces that Aki will be heir to the Mikage fortune, and Aya must die! But Aya has allies in the athletic cook and martial artist Yûhi, and the attractive, mysterious Tôya.
But can even two handsome and resourceful guys save Aya when it's her own power that's out of control?
Evolutionary Computation and Optimization Algorithms in Software Engineering: Applications and TechniquesJan 05 2020 Evolutionary Computation and Optimization Algorithms in Software Engineering: Applications and Techniques lays the foundation for the successful
integration of evolutionary computation into software engineering. It surveys techniques ranging from genetic algorithms, to swarm optimization theory, to ant colony optimization, demonstrating their uses and capabilities. These techniques are applied to aspects of software engineering
such as software testing, quality assessment, reliability assessment, and fault prediction models, among others, to providing researchers, scholars and students with the knowledge needed to expand this burgeoning application.
Kobato., Vol. 1 Mar 07 2020 Meet Kobato Hanato, a sweet and rather simple young girl on a quest to have her single, dearest wish granted. But first, she must learn the ways of the world from Ioryogi-san, a gruff blue dog whose bark is just as bad as his bite! Under his "tutelage" (read:
constant verbal abuse), Kobato puts her efforts into passing various trials of common sense so that she may obtain the key to getting her wish-a magic bottle which must be filled with the suffering of wounded hearts that Kobato herself has healed. But with Kobato's common sense sorely
lacking, she keeps flunking Ioryogi-san's trials left and right! It looks like the road that lies ahead of Kobato will be a long one indeed!
Reincarnated as a Sword: Another Wish (Manga) Vol. 1 Jun 21 2021 A new spin-off manga series for the fantasy isekai light novels and manga--and don't miss the anime, coming soon! Reincarnated as a sentient weapon with all memories of his past life except for his name, a
magical sword saved a young beast girl from a life of slavery. As his wielder, Fran the cat-eared girl only wants to grow stronger, while the sword wants to know why he is here. Follow their new adventures in this spin-off manga series!
The New Catalog of Maya Hieroglyphs, Volume Two Oct 02 2019 This long-awaited resource complements its companion volume on Classic Period monumental inscriptions. Authors Martha J. Macri and Gabrielle Vail provide a comprehensive listing of graphemes found in the
Dresden, Madrid, and Paris codices, 40 percent of which are unique to these painted manuscripts, and discuss current and past interpretations of these graphemes. The New Catalog uses an original coding system developed for the Maya Hieroglyphic Database Project. The new threedigit codes group the graphemes according to their visual, rather than functional, characteristics to allow readers to see distinctions between similar signs. Each entry contains the grapheme’s New Catalog code, an image, the corresponding Thompson number, proposed syllabic and
logographic values, calendrical significance, and bibliographical citations. Appendices and an index of signs from both volumes contain images of all graphemes and variants ordered by code, allowing readers to search for graphemes by visual form or by their proposed logographic and
phonetic values. Together the two volumes of the New Catalog represent the most significant updating of the sign lists for the Maya script proposed in half a century. They provide a cutting-edge reference tool critical to the research of Mesoamericanists in the fields of archaeology, art
history, ethnohistory, and linguistics, and a valuable resource to scholars specializing in comparative studies of writing systems and related disciplines.
Fushigi Yûgi: Byakko Senki, Vol. 1 May 01 2022 The final Fushigi Yûgi story in the Universe of the Four Gods begins! The year is 1923. Suzuno Osugi’s father Takao warns her to stay away from The Universe of the Four Gods, telling her it’s a book that only men can touch. Takao
worked with late Einosuke Okuda, who translated its text. He knows that in order to enact its story, the book needs one last heroine: the priestess of Byakko! After the Great Kanto earthquake strikes, Suzuno and Takao are trapped in their burning home. Takao has only one chance to
save his young daughter, and that is to send her into The Universe of the Four Gods!
Student Solutions Manual, Volume 2 (Chapters 11-16) for Larson/Edwards' Calculus, Jan 17 2021 This manual includes worked out solutions to every odd-numbered exercise in Multivariable Calculus, 9e (Chapters 11-16 of Larson's Calculus, 9e). Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Alice 19th, Vol. 1 Aug 12 2020 Alice Seno seems like a normal girl in high school. She's a bit shy, she's got a crush on a boy named Kyô, and she's got an older sister who is more popular than she is...pretty normal stuff, until Alice has an encounter with a mysterious and magical rabbit
girl that changes the course of her life, and Alice is introduced to the sublime power of the Lotis Words. Alice Seno is a seemingly shy and meek girl who always seems to be outshined by her older sister Mayura. One day, Alice has an encounter with a mysterious and magical rabbit girl,
and her life is turned upside down. Alice discovers that certain words have power, and that she has the potential to be master of a set of sublimely powerful words called the Lotis Words. But power always comes with a price, and the price may turn out to be Alice's sister Mayura...
Bloom into You Vol. 1 Feb 15 2021 A charming love story about two young women who together discover that their dreams of a heart-pounding romance can indeed come true--now with an anime! Yuu has always loved shoujo manga and fantasizes about the day that she too will get a
love confession that will send her heart a-flutter. Yet when a male classmate confesses his feelings for her ... she feels nothing. Disappointed and confused, Yuu enters high school still unsure how to respond. That’s when Yuu sees the beautiful student council president Nanami turn
down a suitor with such maturity and finesse that Yuu is inspired to ask her for advice. But when the next person to confess to Yuu is the alluring Nanami herself, has Yuu's shoujo romance finally begun?
Asterisk War, Vol. 1 Jun 09 2020 The school-city of Rokka-also known as "Asterisk." Here boys and girls of the Starpulse Generation all compete in the Seibusai-the "star battle festival," fighting for glory on the greatest combat entertainment stage of the world. Ayato Amagiri has just
arrived at one of these academies at the express invitation of its student council president, but when he begins his career by making a dangerous enemy, his life on Asterisk is off to a rough start!
The Asterisk War, Vol. 1 (light novel) Jul 03 2022 The school-city of Rokka-also known as "Asterisk." Here boys and girls of the Starpulse Generation all compete in the Seibusai-the "star battle festival," fighting for glory on the greatest combat entertainment stage of the world. Ayato
Amagiri has just arrived at one of these academies at the express invitation of its student council president, but when he begins his career by making a dangerous enemy, his life on Asterisk is off to a rough start!
Reincarnated as a Sword (Light Novel) Vol. 1 Mar 19 2021 A modern man is reborn into a fantasy world as a sword in this new isekai light novel series! Reincarnated as a sentient weapon with memories of his past life, but not his name, a magical sword saves a young beastgirl from a
life of slavery. Fran, the cat-eared girl, becomes his wielder, and wants only to grow stronger, while the sword wants to know why he is here. Together, the strange duo’s journey has only just begun!
Pentatonix - PTX Presents: Top Pop, Vol. 1 Songbook Apr 19 2021 (Piano/Vocal/Guitar Artist Songbook). This sixth studio release from a cappella masters Pentatonix is their first to include new bass vocalist Matt Sallee. Our songbook features piano/vocal/guitar arrangements for all
11 of the pop/R&B classic songs on the album: Attention * Finesse * New Rules x Are You That Somebody * Havana * Perfect * Feel It Still * Despacito x Shape of You * Issues * Praying * Sorry Not Sorry.
Until Death Do Us Part Oct 14 2020 Haruka Touyama is a twelve-year-old girl with incredible precognitive abilites. But her accuracy in predicting the future has made her a target for any number of greedy corporations that would use her power for their own profits. After she is taken
from her family, Haruka uses her gift to seek out someone who can help her escape her captors and fixes upon a blind man making his way through the busy streets of Tokyo. Though it may seem an odd choice, Haruka's powers have not led her wrong. Despite his inability to see, her
chosen protector's fighting skills become apparent when he draws a sword from his walking stick and takes out a corporation's thugs. Haruka knows she will always be pursued and begs the mystery swordsman to keep her safe..."until death do us part."
The Real Vocal Book - Volume II (Songbook) Jul 31 2019 (Fake Book). A new low voice edition of nearly 300 songs picked especially for vocalists! Includes: Ain't Misbehavin' * All the Way * Bali Ha'i * Be Careful, It's My Heart * Bein' Green * Besame Mucho * Blackbird * Caravan
* Cheek to Cheek * Crazy * East of the Sun (And West of the Moon) * Everybody Loves Somebody * Falling in Love Again (Can't Help It) * From This Moment On * The Glory of Love * A Good Man Is Hard to Find * Hard Hearted Hannah (The Vamp of Savannah) * How Deep Is
the Ocean (How High Is the Sky) * I Left My Heart in San Francisco * I'll Be Around * I'll Take Romance * I've Got My Love to Keep Me Warm * I've Got You Under My Skin * It's You or No One * Java Jive * Just Squeeze Me (But Don't Tease Me) * The Lady Is a Tramp * Learnin'
the Blues * Lollipops and Roses * Lost in the Stars * L-O-V-E * Makin' Whoopee! * Mona Lisa * Moonlight in Vermont * More (Ti Guardero Nel Cuore) * My Blue Heaven * My Heart Stood Still * A Nightingale Sang in Berkeley Square * On the Street Where You Live * Prelude to
a Kiss * Pure Imagination * Speak Low * Stormy Weather (Keeps Rainin' All the Time) * Strangers in the Night * That Old Black Magic * Time After Time * Unforgettable * The Very Thought of You * What a Wonderful World * Witchcraft * You Are Beautiful * and more.
Innovations Through Information Technology Feb 04 2020 Innovations Through Information Technology aims to provide a collection of unique perspectives on the issues surrounding the management of information technology in organizations around the world and the ways in
which these issues are addressed. This valuable book is a compilation of features including the latest research in the area of IT utilization and management, in addition to being a valuable source in support of teaching and research agendas.
Digital Color Sep 12 2020 In this book the authors identify the basic concepts and recentadvances in the acquisition, perception, coding and rendering ofcolor. The fundamental aspects related to the science ofcolorimetry in relation to physiology (the human visual system) areaddressed,
as are constancy and color appearance. It also addressesthe more technical aspects related to sensors and the colormanagement screen. Particular attention is paid to the notion ofcolor rendering in computer graphics. Beyond color, the authorsalso look at coding, compression, protection
and quality of colorimages and videos. Individual chapters focus on the LMS specification, colorconstancy, color appearance models, rendering in synthetic imagegeneration, image sensor technologies, image compression, andquality and secure color imaging. Ideal for researchers,
engineers,Master’s and PhD students, Digital Color: Acquisition,Perception, Encoding and Rendering offers a state of the art on allthe scientific and technical issues raised by the different stagesof the digital color process – acquisition, analysis andprocessing. Contents 1. Colorimetry
and Physiology – The LMS Specification,Françoise Viénot and Jean Le Rohellec. 2. Color Constancy, Jean-Christophe Burie, Majed Chambah and SylvieTreuillet. 3. Color Appearance Models, Christine Fernandez-Maloigne and AlainTrémeau. 4. Rendering and Computer Graphics,
Bernard Péroche, SamuelDelepoulle and Christophe Renaud. 5. Image Sensor Technology, François Berry and Omar AitAider. 6. From the Sensor to Color Images, Olivier Losson and EricDinet. 7. Color and Image Compression, Abdelhakim Saadane, Mohamed-ChakerLarabi and

Christophe Charrier. 8. Protection of Color Images, William Puech, Alain Trémeauand Philippe Carré. 9. Quality Assessment Approaches, Mohamed-Chaker Larabi, AbdelhakimSaadane and Christophe Charrier.
No Game No Life, Vol. 1 (light novel) Jun 02 2022 The original light novel that started the phenomenon! In this fantasy world, everything's a game--and these gamer siblings play to win! Meet Sora and Shiro, a brother and sister who are loser shut-ins by normal standards. But these
siblings don't play by the rules of the "crappy game" that is average society. In the world of gaming, this genius pair reigns supreme, their invincible avatar so famous that it's the stuff of urban legend. So when a young boy calling himself God summons the siblings to a fantastic alternate
world where war is forbidden and all conflicts--even those involving national borders--are decided by the outcome of games, Sora and Shiro have pretty much hit the jackpot. But they soon learn that in this world, humanity, cornered and outnumbered by other species, survives within the
confines of one city. Will Sora and Shiro, two failures at life, turn out to be the saviors of mankind? Let the games begin...!
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